
Modern
Solutions for the
Transportation
Industry
Agencies and owners in the transportation industry 
face a unique set of complex challenges when it 
comes to planning and delivering projects. Climbing 
material costs, logistical challenges and 
ever-increasing public scrutiny make it critical that 
all stakeholders align on how to manage and 
optimize each phase to deliver the project 
successfully.  

Kahua helps address these unique challenges, aids 
in portfolio optimization and supports data-driven 
decisions. The one-of-a-kind Kahua platform is 
flexible and agile to conform to your requirements 
today and can easily adapt to unknown demands in 
the future. 
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Manage Multiple Sources of 
Funds with Ease 

Trusted by transportation leaders across 
the nation













Manage and track the many colors of money 
that fund your projects and programs
Define levels of public and private funding 
sources and determine the timing of available 
funding with appropriations, reserves and 
releases to programs and projects
Enhance audit performance and determine 
exactly how to constrain budgets, 
commitments and spending based on defined 
controls and available funds 

“In Kahua, we saw some key differentiators, most 
importantly, the ability to easily build custom 
applications that conform to our business processes 
rather than us tailoring our business processes to the 
system.” 

- Jeff Wilson, Engineer Project Manager 
Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission,

after saving $5M per year.

Leverage Data Intelligence for 
Improved Decision Making 

Create a secure central point of truth for 
project data with real-time reporting 
Use hierarchical views to see data across any 
project or program level
Get a 360-degree view of historical and 
current data, future trend predictions, risk 
notifications and mitigation plans 







Improve Collaboration for 
Advanced Project Execution 

Incorporate your unique policies, regulations 
and processes to support effective project 
governance 
Organize and manage documents and 
information being exchanged, including 
deadlines and requests for approvals 
Share the latest approved information across 
teams to reduce errors, change orders and 
delays

“

Choose Kahua
Kahua is a leading provider of capital program and construction 
project management software, enabling innovation that is changing 
the way that capital programs are planned and delivered. Kahua’s 
purpose-built solutions for owners, program managers and 
contractors enable rapid implementation that minimizes 
time-to-value and enhances user adoption. And with the industry’s 
only low-code application platform, customers can easily customize 
existing Kahua apps or even build their own new apps to run their 
business at peak efficiency today and rapidly adapt as business 
conditions dictate. 

Want to learn more? Contact us today at:
connect@kahua.com


